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Refrigerated cold traps have been used for

many years as part of vacuum evaporation and

concentration systems. Initially they were used

to protect oil lubricated vacuum pumps from

attack by organic solvents, however, in recent

years their scope of application has been

extended to help reduce evaporation times and

to reduce emissions of organic solvent vapours

[1]. Thinking prevalent among users has been

that the colder the cold trap the better is

performs. To investigate this notion, three

types of cold trap, each from a different

manufacturer are evaluated by this study.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF COLD TRAP DESIGNS
USED IN BIOLOGICAL CONCENTRATORS'

SYSTEMS EVALUATED

The following three systems were evaluated:
1.-104°C cold trap with internal jar system for easy emptying
2.-60°C cold trap with internal jar system for easy emptying
3.-50°C cold trap with easy empty frost free external jar 

All temperature rating data are taken from manufacturers
published specifications.

Systems 1 & 2 are of traditional design and both comprise a
stainless steel vessel chilled by gas compressor systems. The stainless
steel vessel contains a glass bottle or jar into which the solvents
condense. To improve cooling of the jar the manufacturers supplied
thermal transfer fluid was used. A general schematic of this
arrangement is shown in Figure 1 below. It would be difficult to
condense the solvents directly in the stainless steel vessel because
there was no means to thaw and empty the vessel, save by cutting
the power, waiting several hours and then siphoning the collected
solvents out with a tube. Defrosting and draining is a time
consuming process, hence the glass bottle is used.

System 1 achieves –104°C using a cascade condenser where
one gas compressor chills another, which in turn chills the
stainless steel vessel. System 2 has only a single gas compressor.

System 3 is of a radically different design, see Figure 2 below.  Cold
refrigerant passes through a coil suspended directly in the vapour
path, solvents condense and drop down into the collecting jar
below. Periodically the system reverses the flow of coolant to
defrost to coil for two minutes to prevent a build up of ice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Each cold trap to be tested was connected to a concentrator and
a Pump (of the authors choice), as indicated in Figure 3. 120ml
of water was evaporated from a fully loaded containing twelve
15ml centrifuge tubes. Each tube held 10ml water. The
concentrator was running for two hours with the chamber
temperature set to 50°C and using the “H2O” method. This
method periodically allows air to enter the evaporator, which
then allows air to pass from the chamber walls to the solid
aluminium rotor, speeding up evaporation [2]. The surface
temperatures were measured at various points of the cold traps
and recorded directly to a computer at one-second intervals. In
systems 1 & 2 thermocouples were placed in the following areas: 

On the wall of the stainless steel vessel

In the thermal transfer fluid

On the outer wall of the glass jar

On the inside base of the glass jar

On the inside top of the glass jar

On system 3 only 1 thermocouple was used, and placed on
the chilled coil.

Figure 1. Traditional Cold Trap Schematics

Figure 2. miVac Speed Trap Schematic

Figure 3. Experimental Equipment

Figure 4. Plot of performance of –104°C cold trap “System 1”
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THE STAINLESS STEEL
VESSEL CONTAINS A
GLASS BOTTLE OR JAR
INTO WHICH THE
SOLVENTS CONDENSE
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RESULTS

The graphs of the temperatures achieved are shown in Figures 4 to 6.

Before evaporation commenced system 1 was allowed to chill to achieve

it’s peak -104°C. It is apparent that as soon as evaporation commences at

45 minutes the temperature of the cold trap dramatically changes. The

temperature of the internal surfaces of the glass jar are at an average of

+15°C and chill as evaporation tails off to below 0°C. 

The pulsations of the temperature are where the concentrator pulses air

into the system to speed evaporation. As air enters, the pressure

increases, and the evaporation rate reduces, the cold trap then is able to

chill a little because the load is less. This is common to all of the three

traps evaluated.

System 2 fairs much better than system 1, with the inner pot averaging

approximately –15°C. Although the top of the pot does not seem to cool at all. 

System 3 still pulses with load, however the average coil temperature is

clearly lower at between –25°C and –30°C. Two thirds of the way

through there is a massive temperature spike where the cold trap defrosts

to prevent excessive ice build up on the coils. It would therefore appear

that there are fewer losses in this system than in systems 1 or 2.
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Figure 6. Plot of performance of –50°C cold trap “System 3”
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Figure 5. Plot of performance of –60°C cold trap “System 2”

Don Whitley Scientific’s Modified Atmosphere Controlled System (MACS) VA500 is being used by The
University of Bradford’s Institute of Cancer Therapeutics (Bradford, UK) to identify and evaluate potential
therapeutic compounds for treatment of hypoxic cells in tumours.The hypoxic (low oxygen tension) tumour
environment contains cells with particular characteristics whose main function is survival rather than
reproduction. Dr Roger Phillips’ research employs cellular assays to investigate changes over a closely controlled range
of oxygen tensions in response to treatment with pharmaceutical compounds designed to act selectively on hypoxic cells. Results from this
laboratory have already led to two drugs entering clinical trials. 

Essential to this research is the tight level of control over the gas mixture allowed by the user friendly MACS variable atmosphere system. With carbon
dioxide required to maintain culture conditions as well as low oxygen tension, the workstation also functions as a carbon dioxide incubator to maintain
hypoxic conditions for longer periods. This is particularly important to ensure truly representative physiological conditions, rather than returning cells
to their normal environment following treatment. Cells can be retained under hypoxic conditions during drug exposure and afterwards, allowing
longer-term effects to be observed. Targeting these cells using conventional therapies has proved problematic, as they are very resistant to anti-cancer
drugs and radiotherapy. The MACS specialised hypoxic environment allows accurate replication of the unique biochemical pathways involved: critically
important for developing biological and therapeutic understanding in the identification of new drug targets.
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CONCLUSIONS

A colder cold trap does not necessarily mean that it will perform better under load. The –104°C cold trap tested clearly does achieve it’s target

very low temperature, however, under load the condensing surface (the jar) is at above 0°C and therefore less effective than the other two

systems tested. A cascade system condenser has very little condensing power and seems to need all available energy just to chill it’s own

components. System 2 performed better under load, however, the results from systems 1 and 2 demonstrate that the condenser design with

jar in fluid is sub optimal and there are many losses. Additionally – it is unpleasant and potentially dangerous for a technician to attempt to

remove and empty a large jar covered in slippery fluid, which is at sub zero temperatures. System 3 demonstrates the most efficient system

where the coils are directly in the vapour path with as many losses eliminated from the system as possible. An additional benefit of this design

is that the collection vessel is very easy to empty and eliminates the risks of handling a cold slippery jar.

Read this article and many others online at:

www.internationallabmate.com
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